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1- Introduction and Motivation: FDTD main features
2- Conformal technique
3- Subgridding technique (Subgridding+Conformal)
4- Results
5- Conclusion



 

331- Introduction and Motivation: FDTD main features

✔ Pros: El método es computacionalmente muy eficiente porque 
los campos estan localizados en sus posiciones de forma 
explicita según el grid.

✗ Cons: A diferencia de otros métodos como FEM y MoM las 
mallas de FDTD están limitadas por elementos discretos 
estructuados sujetos a las posiciones fijas del Grid.

✔ Pros: The method is computationally efficient because, 
the fields are implicitly indexed on a Grid.

✗ Cons: Unlike other methods (Finite Elements, MoM),  
FDTD meshes are constrained to the discrete elements 
on the grid, such as voxels, surfels, and linels; 
consequently, the adaptability of the mesh is limited.



 

441- Introduction and Motivation: FDTD main features

(Centered Finite Differences, second-order formulation)



 

551- Introduction and Motivation: FDTD main features

Requies to advance the whole space Cannot deal with multiscale problems
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● FDTD conformal algorithm are methods to deal with curved surfaces. 
● Conformal methods provide with a high adaptability of the mesh and 

reduces the anisotropies inherent in staircased mesh. 
● The conformal algorithm used is based on Dey-Mittra method. This 

conformal approach uses fractional cell.
● We use techniques to guaranty the stability, based on LECT and using 

relaxed meshed. 

2- Conformal technique
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● This method is based on nested grids.
● The size of the nested grids have a 1:2 ratio 

recursively.
● The finest cells are used in areas with intricate 

fine/small details, such as panels, apertures, 
gaps, wires, and so on.

● The coarse cells are used in the rest of the space 
(free-space and region with irrelevant details)

● The goals of the subgridding method is reduces the 
number of cells to be processed, and in turn, 
improves CPU and memory performance.

The subgridding is highly accurate numerical algorithm to deal with multi-scale problem of general purpose in FDTD.

3- Subgridding technique



 

883- Subgridding technique
 Multiscale Problems of general purpose

Small Geometrical Details Small wavelength



 

993- Subgridding technique
Spurious Reflection, are mitigated orthogonalization method  and a 1:2 factor of transition.

- Among the several subgrid methods that we have tested, we have found a good trade-off between 
accuracy and performance in using 1:2 transition and an orthogonalization technique.
- The orthogonalization method consists of deforming the cell in the transition to preserve the 
orthogonality between the E and H vectors.



 

10103- Subgridding technique
Spurious Reflection, are mitigated orthogonalization method  and a 1:2 factor of transition.

- Deformed cells in different scenarios in the transition of two subgrid levels. 
- The method used to update the deformed cell is based on the FIT method.



 

11113-Subgridding technique
Orgonalization and Local time stepping (LTS) scheme



 

12123-Subgridding technique
Stability study: using spectral analysis

Researchers in the area of time domain methods are aware that this kind of techniques
 (LTS, and deformed cells) can lead to instabilities.



 

13133-Subgridding technique
Stability study: using spectral analysis

Time evolution operator



 

14143-Subgridding technique
Stability study: Late-Time



 

15153-Subgridding technique
LECT to improve the stability

With LECTWithout LECT



 

16164-Subgridding technique
Shielding effectiveness



 

17174. Results: Basic FSS
FSS: Based on periodical unit-cell 0.14x0.12m with a slot of 0.1mx0.02m

0.14 m



 

18184-Results: Flamme PEC

Backscattering angle depended at 2.714Ghz, both Copolar and Crosspolar



 

19194-Results: RCS Flamme PEC
Backscattering angle depended at 2.714Ghz, both Copolar and Crosspolar

Copolar Component                                                  Crosspolar component



 

20204-Results: Nasa Almond PEC

Bistatic copolar at 1GHz



 

21214-Results: Nasa Almond PEC

Bistatic copolar at 1GHz

Although the Conformal Method has 
worse resolution than the Structured 
Method. The conformal results match 
better than the structured ones.



 

22224. Results: Nasa Almond PEC
Backscattering in frequency



 

23234-Results: Nasa Almond PEC
Backscattering in frequency: convergence study

The FDTD is formulated in second but the 
error of the structured mesh reduces it to  
one order.

The conformal mesh preserves the 
second order of the original formulation.



 

24245. Conclusión

● FDTD-Staircases exhibit poor accuracy and low convergence. 

● The FDTD-Conformal demonstrates improved accuracy and 
convergence. 

● The combination of the FDTD-subgridding technique (with LTS, 1:2 
ratio and orthogonal transition) with conformal methods offers a 
stable solution with favorable trade-off between efficiency and accuracy 
for addressing multiscale problems of a general purpose.
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Thanks for your attention
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